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- Where we have been – AVSEC and FAL
- Efforts and Initiatives
- Establishment of AFI SECFAL Plan
- Present Status
- Going FWD
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Statistics Based on USAP Results (EI)

1st Cycle (2002-2007)
- Average AFI EI – 32.35%
- Average Global EI – 47.02%
- Average EI (Rest of World) – 52.80%

2nd Cycle (2008-2013)
- Average AFI EI – 53.06
- Average Global – 69.30%
- Average EI (Rest of World) – 75.71%
Statistics Based on USAP Results (EI)

- USAP-CMA: (From 2015)
- Average AFI EI : 56.96%
- Average Global : 72.65%,
Efforts and Initiatives

- Political/Ministerial
- Technical
- Assistance programs- ICAO & Donors

**Impact**  - Persistent deficiencies
- Low EI of AVSEC SARPs
Formation of AFI SECFAL Plan-Ministers’ Mtg, Luanda

Objectives:

• Platform - Coordination no duplication-good impact
• Prioritization of SEC and FAL Issues
• Provide Assistance to AFI States
• Pooling and Optimizing AFI Resources
• Advocacy for Aviation in AFI (Politicians)
Major Role Players

- Political (Luanda Ministerial Declaration)
- AFCAC and its Member States RECs
- ICAO
- AFI Experts- RASFALG, AVSECP, FALP, WGs, Etc
- Develop’t Partners (NEPAD, AfB, Donors, Etc)
Current Position

- AFI SECFAL – Established (SC, Program, Reports)
- Better Coordination of Assistance Programs
- Awareness of Political Leaders up Windhoek Dec
- Windhoek Targets- Perf’ce and Impact Assessment
- Access to USAP Results (A39 Resolution)
- Developm’t of State Assistance Projects ongoing
- Availability of resources (States, ICAO, Partners)
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Future: close gaps, catch up

• Participation in & Contribution (incl-in kind) to SECFAL Plan
• Role of Aviation in Developm’t-Priority in National Programs
• Pooling & Optimizing of Available Resources through SECFAL
• Sharing Information and Best Practices
• Active Roles of AFI States, RECs, Institutions – AfB, NEPAD
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